The Poison Tree

In 1718, on the storm-ravaged Carolina coast, Cristabel Lamonte, a young daughter of a
plantation owner, is kidnapped by the infamous pirate Blackbeard. Throughout her abduction
and thereafter she keeps a diary of this traumatic event, including the location of his buried
treasure. Nearly three hundred years later, the diary is discovered in a pile of donated books
by Josephine Sharpe, a bookstore owner in Nags Head, North Carolina. Jo is fascinated with
the diary, especially the clues apparently leading to the legendary treasure. Immediately she
decides to do some research into the diarys facts and see if she can follow the pirates trail. She
proceeds accompanied by friend and foe alike, plus the bookstore cat, Marlowe. What starts
off as an innocent quest for information turns into a string of murders in the small towns along
the Outer Banks, causing Jo to fear for her own safety. When her soon-to-be ex-husband gets
involved things become more and more complicated--even deadly. However, she cant let
Cristabels fate go unrevenged, and vows to stop the killer and find the treasure at all costs.
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Fruit of the poisonous tree is a legal metaphor in the United States used to describe evidence
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about to be torn apart when her husbands welcome A Poison Tree. I was angry with my
friend: I told my wrath, my wrath did end. I was angry with my foe: I told it not, my wrath did
grow. And I watered it in fears,A Poison Tree by William Blake explores how individuals
choose to handle their anger differently in regard to their friends and enemies. In the first
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